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Cross-Dressing and Gender (Tres)Passing:
The Transgender Move as a Site of
Agential Potential in the New Iranian

Cinema

ROSHANAK KHESHTI

This article traces the historical becoming of the contemporary supersaturation of im

ages of queer and transgendered Iran through the narrative and tropic devices
introduced by filmmakers in the past twenty years. I argue that the censorship code

enforced by the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance is partly responsible for
the formation of what has come to be a ubiquitous figure in the New Iranian cinema:

the "cross-dressing" or "passing" figure. By performing close readings of Baran and

Dokhtaraneh Khorshid-two films that are exemplary of a subgenre organized
around the "cross-dressing" or "passing" figure-I identify a "transgender move": a
temporary space of political and agential potential that many spectators-both do
mestic and diasporic-seek in the post 1990s New Iranian cinema.

To some, sexuality may seem to be an unimportant topic, a friv
olous diversion from the more critical problems of poverty, war,

disease, racism, famine, or nuclear annihilation. But it is pre
cisely at times such as these, when we live with the possibility of

unthinkable destruction, that people are likely to become dan
gerously crazy about sexuality.

-Gayle S. Rubin (1993, 3)
POLITICS OF GENDER TRANSGRESSION IN IRANIAN CINEMA

When then Iranian President Khatami (1997-2005) eased restrictions placed
on filmmakers by the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance (MCIG),
Hypatia vol. 24, no. 3 (Summer, 2009) ( by Hypatia, Inc.
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Adam Barfi (The Snowman) was permitted domestic distribu
after its worldwide release. The film, which went on to be th
of 1997, raised the ire of some conservatives who believed K
too far in loosening the film censorship code, thus enabling

tations of gender and sexuality. Right-wing audiences re

inappropriate in its representation of sexuality and gender b

tion of a cross-dressing man. In response to its release,
conservative group Ansar-e Hizbollah attacked theaters in

capital cities, threatening to set fire to them if the showin

(Naficy 2001, 151).

The attacks on cinema-goers and movie theaters in respons

of Adam Barfi by some as "immoral" illustrates that the film's
gender transgression are more than allegorical; instead, as I il

lowing pages, films like Adam Barfi not only represent but h
of gender and sexual transgression that resonate beyond the
spaces of queer and transgender potential within the Iranian
First published in 1984, Rubin's insightful reflection on t
geopolitics and sexuality could not be more appropriate for

temporary Iran. Representations of gender "passing" and "c
recent Iranian cinema and the widespread media blitz on tra

ualities in Iran create an unprecedented scene for Iranian

But is this a new consciousness for Iranians, or for the Iran
How can we make sense of this recent global obsession with
when the historical record documents Iranians having homo
least several hundred years and undergoing sexual reassignm
the middle of the twentieth century?1
In what follows, I examine the emergence of the New Irani
world stage in the 1990s, arguing that the contemporary geop
replete with the supersaturation of images of queer Iran, has
arrived at through the narrative and tropic devices introduced
the past twenty years, and more importantly, sanctioned b
MCIG through the censorship of representations of feminin

bodies. Some Iranian filmmakers sidestepped censors by deplo

the cross-dressing protagonist. The emergence of this popu
with U.S. imperial expansion in the Middle East, the spectacu
Iran as "transsexual capital of the world," and the increased

human-rights violations against homosexuals (Mangez 20

tempts to map these seemingly disparate formations in a cu
that links their emergence.

Adam Barfi is one of a number of Iranian films that feature
cross-dressing or passing protagonist popular within the New

argue that the prevalence of this protagonist in post-1990s
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fairly recent, appearing largely in the past ten years. The lived
lesbian, and trans Iranians is the subject of endless reportage,

sulted in a kind of overrepresentation of various subjects' lives.
arrive at this peculiar juncture in which the lives of trans peo
sexuals are suddenly of interest to so many both within and o
In what follows I argue that what Minoo Moallem has called th

tropes of passing and cross-dressing in Iranian cinema are const
contemporary moment of overrepresentation of Iranian trans

homosexualities. While I am not claiming a causal link

formations, I am arguing for a discursive link in which this o
of representation has opened up sites of cultural and discursive

daily life.
If originally conceived as a vehicle for the representation of "unveiled" fe
male agency, I argue that the trope of the cross-dressing protagonist figures
additionally as a queer trope. Through this reading I identify the coproduction
of both Third-cinematic4 and queer narrative forms in the context of the New
Iranian cinema. I read the transgendered narrative trope of the cross-dressing
figure in Iranian cinema as one with the potential for polyvalent meanings of
resistance and transgression that get read differently through various routes of
intra and transnational circulation. I read trans and queer as presences within
the aesthetics of resistance in the New Iranian cinema that simultaneously re
sist the post-revolutionary nation-state and various Euro-American imperial
forces (for example, Hollywood). I aim to map the instances where queer and
transgender spaces enable moments of subjective transcendence within these
films. These are not openings that will necessarily be occupied by queer and
transgender subjects, be they spectators or characters; instead these openings
are available, even momentarily, as spaces of queer and transgender ontology
that, as I will argue later, have also come to be manifested in social life thanks
in part to the spaces established within these filmic sites.

As scholars like Minoo Moallem, Hamid Dabashi, Michael Fischer, and
Hamid Naficy have argued, post-revolutionary Iranian cinema is a space of
conflict and negotiation where Iranians-both domestic and diasporic-con
test and reinscribe notions of Iranian subjectivity and national belonging.
Moallem in particular has emphasized the centrality of gender to this process of
renegotiation; in her view it is through cinema that national and transnational

notions of Iranianness combine to construct Iranian postmodernity.
Of the films that I have reviewed, it is not transgender subjectivity that is rep
resented; rather, transgender figures as a move-one of many moves performed

by characters that embody various forms of liminality (gendered, ethnic,
agential, and economic). A character occupies the space of transgender poten
tial in order to move through or survive a circumstance that s/he presumably
could not otherwise. Transgender, then, figures as a space of possibility and
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How this means, or makes meaning, in the Iranian context is quite different
from how it circulates. For example, films featuring the transgender move cir
culate and win prizes at first-world gay and lesbian film festivals, thereby
framing these films as being "about" queerness or LGBT subjectivity as it is

understood in the West. However, these films are neither reducible as "queer
films" in Iran nor in circulation throughout the diaspora.
THIRD CINEMA AND NEW IRANIAN CINEMA

Hamid Naficy reminds us of Teshome Gabriel's claim that Third cinema high
lights contexts and not individuals; Iranian cinema, then, as Third cinema,
portrays a cultural context that grapples with various repressive presences and
utilizes cinematic devices to expunge, interrogate, and elaborate upon these
(Naficy 2003, 183). As is the case with other Third-cinematic traditions, these
intersecting presences can be imagined as forms of cultural, social, aesthetic,
and political censorship and oppression that are at various levels both local and
global. I agree with Naficy's characterization of Iranian cinema as, like other
Third cinema traditions, an aesthetics of resistance against the post-Revolu
tionary nation-state and various Euro-American imperial forces (183-201). Of
the scholarship on Iranian cinema that touches upon the trope of cross-dressing
and passing, Minoo Moallem's work is the most significant for noting the con

nection between this trope and transgenderism.5 I pick up where Moallem
leaves off, attempting to map the discursive spaces opened up by these tropic
devices in order to illuminate the path of historical becoming for emerging
trans and queer subjectivities.
THIRD CINEMA, NEW IRANIAN CINEMA, AND QUEER THEORY

The 1990s ushered in a number of films that in various ways portray non-nor
mative forms of sexuality and gender in Iranian cinema, and this trend has
continued into the twenty-first century.6 To various degrees, Davoud Mirbag

heri's Adam Barfi (1999), Maryam Shahriar's Dokhtaraneh Khorshid (2000),
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Hamaya Petracian's Dokhtar-e Tondar (2000), Majid Maji

Nahid Rezaie's Khab-e Abrisham (2003), Jafar Panahi's Offsid

gelina Maccarone's Unveiled (2006) incorporate the passing or
figure. These figures are legible and knowable to different

varying circumstances. In some cases, the passing/cross-dress

understated, while in other cases, it is the film's privileged si
case of Adam Barfi. I aim here to reflect on the work that que

performance plays in Iranian cinema by examining the space
tential and trespass made possible by gender ambiguity, gende
transgression.
As Ella Shohat has argued, early Third cinema told through the eyes of male
filmmakers, critics, and academics rarely offered feminist critiques of nationalist

discourses (Shohat 2003, 51-78). Often favoring what she calls the "generic
and gendered space of heroic confrontations," this emergent period in the his

tory of Third cinema was deaf and blind to, and illiterate about, feminist,
counter-hegemonic, and anti-colonial practices of resistance, failing both to
represent and to read these representations where and when they were present
(59). However, as queer diaspora scholars like Gayatri Gopinath have argued,
sexual minorities employ reading practices that bring to the fore subtextual,
sublime, and fantastic presences within even the most seemingly "generic"
narrative, seeking to find their own images represented in the post-national and
post-colonial mirrors of Third cinema (Gopinath 2005). Additionally, as the
Ansar-e Hizbollah response to Adam Barfi can attest, right-wing legibility of
queer signifiers signals the foregroundedness of these tropic and narrative de
vices, suggesting that they are central to the plot and can be read as such by
differently situated spectators.

Helen Hok-sze Leung is one of few scholars to have "queered" Third
cinema. Leung, borrowing from Gordon Brent Ingram, reads queerness in
Hong Kong cinema through the analytical device of the "queerscape,"
stating,
Queerscapes refer to the contingent and tangential uses of pub
lic space by sexual minorities and to public acts and expressions
of desire, eroticism, and sexuality that momentarily disrupt

what heterocentric ideology assumed to be an immutable, co
herent relation between biological sex, gender, and sexual
desire. (Leung 2001, 426)
While the notion of the "queerscape" is convincingly deployed in an inter
pretation of Hong Kong cinema, heterosexuality in Iran is not imagined to be
immutable or coherent but is an unstable site of ongoing anxiety that has to be
constantly policed and monitored for trespass. The codes and regulations im
posed by the MCIG anxiously police heterosexual intimacy, often unaware of
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homoerotic or transgender presences.
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tices that attract wide audiences with various investments and

ambitions.
Within Iranian cinema, the cross-dressing or passing figure is a gender/sexual
trespasser, and it is within the space of trespass that various and contradictory
readings are enabled and applied. This space of ambiguity is exploited by differ
ent parties for disparate reasons: by filmmakers who may use this tropic device

as the means for the representation of female actresses unencumbered by the
adornments of the Islamic dress code; by feminist spectators who may seek rep
resentations of female agency that transgress the codes of appropriate public
conduct; by gay, lesbian, and transgendered spectators who might recognize
sexual minorities like themselves written into the narratives of nation, Islam,
and culture; by members of Ansar-e Hizbollah who identify gender transgres
sions as contrary to stable gender categories that are to be found within an
Islamic Republic's public sphere. Additionally, and somewhat contrary to what
Leung has argued for Hong Kong, these films are created for wide international,
rather than domestic, distribution with hopes for domestic screening. Although

Adam Barfi was eventually granted domestic distribution rights, none of the
other films I have analyzed have enjoyed this, but they have circulated in less
formal networks for film festival or private screening. Sometimes, as in the case
of Adam Barfi, these films are box office successes, which is perhaps partially due

to the broad and disparate ambitions that audiences can and do bring as spec

tators. Finally, the "polyphonic potentialities" layer and can also be read
palimpsestically, further contributing to the copresence of cultural contradic
tions within these films.
FROM QUEERSCAPES TO TRANS SUBJECTS

In her piece "Unsung Heroes: Reading Transgender Subjectivities in Hong
Kong Action Cinema," Leung explores transgendered subjectivities in Hong
Kong action cinema, a genre focused on masculinity, gangsters, and martial

arts (Leung 2006, 685-97). Leung incorporates the transgender theories of
scholars like Leslie Feinberg who theorize transgender subjectivity rather gen
erally, without active consideration of cultural specificity.8 Establishing at the
outset her interest in moving away from transgender as a signifier of "subver
sion" and "disruption," Leung attempts to chart the formation of "transgender
subjectivity" and the conditions that produce transgender subjects on screen as
"agents of his or her specific narrative of transgender embodiment" (Leung

2006, 686).

Unlike the case that Leung attempts to make for Hong Kong cinema, within
the New Iranian cinema the tropes of cross-dressing and passing do not repre
sent stable subjectivities on screen, nor, I would argue, do they imagine a stable
transgender subject as spectator. While it is beyond the scope of this article to
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INNOVATION FROM LIMITATION

Scarcity, as Ismail Xavier has put it, is translated "into a signif

cinema (Xavier 1997). The resource limitations experienced b

world filmmakers has resulted in stylistic, narrative, and prod
tions that mitigate limited budgets, limited access to filmmakin
and actors with little to no previous acting experience. These in
tices can also be found in the New Iranian cinema with additiona
on filmmakers by the Iranian film code, which has enabled the

narrative devices, filmic techniques, and spaces of potential th
not have emerged without these pressures. This, in part, has co
the recurring tropic device of the cross-dressing/passing figure

cinema.

In an article published in 1994, Naficy outlines the codification of what he
calls "modesty," which he argues has resulted in the formation of three different

phases that have emerged for Iranian film production since the 1979 revolu

tion. Due to the regulations imposed by the High Council of the MCIG
established in 1982, filmmakers active just before and after the revolution had
to radically alter their production and narrative practices in order to remain in
compliance and to be granted clearance for domestic distribution. These codes,
according to Naficy, are based on four presumptions employed by the post-rev

olutionary nation-state: (1) eyes are not passive organs and the gaze is an
aggressive action; (2) women's "excessive" sexuality must be controlled so as
not to result in moral corruption of desirous men and, hence, society; (3) men
are vulnerable to women's sexual powers and the gaze or look is the first catalyst

in setting into motion improper or immoral relations between men and
women; (4) women are "inherently exhibitionistic," a trait that the Islamic
dress code is designed to curtail and suppress (Naficy 1994, 141-42). The code,
as outlined by Naficy, helps illustrate precisely how the Iranian case differs from
that described by Leung for Hong Kong. The code and its enforcers are preoc
cupied with the management and policing of heterosexual desire, and are less
rigid and more ambiguous about the rules of conduct around homoerotic and
trans representations.
These regulations have had aesthetic consequences most prominently man
ifested in the representation of gender and desire. The first phase, which,
according to Naficy, emerged soon after the codes were implemented in the
early 1980s, involved self-censorship on the part of filmmakers to the point that

women were marginal to the narrative. Phase two consisted of minor, mostly
domestic roles that confined women to the role of housewife and mother. The
strict regulations that limited the representation of women, down to the con

tours of their bodies, resulted in static and confined representations.
Furthermore, physical contact between men and women was strictly forbid
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Both of the films were produced in Iran with first-time actors us
techniques, and both films depict the ethnic, economic, and cul

plicity of Iran, which, I argue, contributes to the polyvalent prod
nation common within the New Iranian cinema.12 Both films h
on to collect awards at international film festivals and have enj
ternational circulation through contracts with major distribution

BARAN
Majid Majidi's Baran represents a multilingual, multicultural Iran dependent

upon the labor of undocumented Afghani refugees who are managed by an
Azeri-Iranian underclass of contractors whose own marginality within the na
tion positions them as important sympathizers to the Afghani laborers' status.
The cultural, linguistic, economic, and subjective varieties represented in the
film (the script employs Farsi, Azeri, Pashto, and Dari languages) establish at
the outset that Iran is a multilingual, polyvalent, power-laden place in which
ethnicity and class are articulated through gender, resulting in various and
conflicting subjective possibilities.
Set primarily in a frost-bitten construction site on the outskirts of Tehran,
Baran follows Azeri-Iranian Lateef as he drudges through each workday serving
tea and feeding the majority Afghan work crew while his earnings are withheld
by foreman and countryman Memar, to whom Lateef s family have entrusted
him. Like the Latin America first described by so many early Third cinema
scholars, that hybrid collection of racial, ethnic, indigenous, colonial, cultural,
and temporal investments and formations, Iran is a complex, often paradoxical

multichronotope in which questions of power and politics are always nego
tiated through various prisms of difference. The polyvalent multiplicity
represented in Baran most obviously pronounces itself in the yearning Lateef
feels for Rahmat/Baran. Lateef is shaken out of the slumber of his alienation by

a desire that boils up for Rahmat/Baran when he sees hir13 brushing her hair.
Rahmat is the name given to Baran when (s)he is forced to work as a boy at the
construction site in place of hir father, who is immobilized by an injury. Certain

essentialist attributes are written onto Rahmat's character to emasculate hir:
(s)he is physically weak and unable to carry bags of cement up the various lev
els of the construction site and thrives when given the opportunity to work in
the domestic sphere. Lateef grows resentful of Rahmat and begins to bully hir
after losing to hir his role as cook, forcing him to labor like the others on the
construction site. The resentment Lateef harbors for Rahmat, for claiming his
seemingly less labor-intensive role in the kitchen, is affectively cleansed by the

curious longing that Lateef develops for hir.
In a scene entitled "The Secret" the central plot-point is established. Time
slows down and the events of a few seconds are drawn out in a dream-like se
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(Daughters of the Sun) opens to a windy, voiceless, dusty, tre
narrative propelled by rich visual poetics. Sent to another v
boy, a simple song accompanies Aman as (s)he walks the long
rug-weaving workshop where (s)he is awaited by a cruel and h
Aman sits weaving, hir newly shaven head exposed while hir f

are adorned in appropriate hejab.14 So begins Maryam Shahr
Khorshid, a film that received many awards and accolades at
ema and gay and lesbian film festivals and was marketed by
distributor Facets as "the Iranian Boys Don't Cry-a shocking

den love.",15

Locked in a sweatshop with three other female workers, A

relationship with one, Belghies, who daily bemoans her merci

her parents and siblings in the Tiva earthquake, and her

dentured her to serve as a weaver for the abusive rug-maker, wa

off to a wealthy old man in the village. Belghies gazes longing

develops a yearning for her affections.
In a scene that opens with birds flying in a whirling, circul

glancing longingly at Aman and two female weavers wearing
of black yarn, the centrality of sensuous yearning in Dokht
comes through. Feeling helpless, Aman tries to console Belgh
been tossed out and battered by the overseer. Without utter
Aman's desires are expressed in the sounds of tar strummin
hir movements. While walking with the overseer, one of

which Aman is outdoors, (sWhe is drawn to the sounds of the
whose tar playing echoes through the mist-cloaked, sepia-to

oning hir into a dream-state.16 Be that a dream of home or

awakened by the overseer's calls, but continues to carry

pecked and plucked tar, the vibrating lambskin resonating t
mulberry wood shell. Carved into the shape of a voluptuous
sounds convey an embodiment that awakens Aman's senses.
alone to the prison of hir overseer's workshop, tar still reson
body, Aman begins to caress her cheeks, stubbly head and c
bathing in sound. (S)he pulls a floral skirt up over her pants, o
a coworker. Fastening it around her waist, Aman whirls aro

like trance, skirt held wide like a folkloric dancer, the tar's

sounds resonating through the cavities of hir body. Then sud

Aman out of the trance, and the scene ends with the ima

falling to the ground, tuning knobs popping out onto the dry

scene constructs a fantasy space of gender play accompanied
that enables a moment of sensual transcendence for Aman.
Aman's senses, allowing hir to embody the gender complexit
her fate. (S)he caresses forehead, cheeks, chin, and stubbly h
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rules

expose.

of

Islamic

Aman

finds

hejab,

are

pleasure

parts

in

this

of

ex

music against flesh that, as a female, s
on and buttoning the skirt around hir
flowing fabric, billowing around legs t
Sufi, whirling around in a trance-like

The

multichronotopic, polymorphou
and musical signifiers creates
intersectional transcendence. The

cultural,

and

and

hence

overseer

the

spectator,

allegorically

out

of

thi

representing

th

signed to keep pleasures of all kinds i
fact outside of Aman's window, makin
or whether he was in Aman's imagi
transcendence are fleeting, momentar
trespass that is abruptly halted by the
both through Aman and the spectator
In another scene, entitled "marriage
together when the overseer lashes out
work of hir female coworkers. Belghie

seer

slaps

them

both,

telling

them

Belghies begs for Aman's forgiveness
mores of her own gendered behavior,

Tiva,

Belghies's

scribes

beautiful

home
fruit

village.
trees,

Althou

peonies,

beautiful place in the world. Belghies s
with a balcony from which they can
tinues Belghies, "I'll make you happy.
around, Aman replies in a hushed, pe
ter, Belghies prepares to leave the we

glancing at Aman as if they had av
opens the door and, at the last minu
turned,
to

come

Aman

hir
and

attention
ask

seems

for

directed

my

hand.

exasperated

wandering to and fro.
In her online interactive

as

at

weavi

If

you

(s)he

article

d

hur

"Nat

gendered commodity form of the Per
tar, as both the musical instrument a
describes the tar as "the threads stretc

The pood, or weft, as she explains, "is
between one line of knots and the ne
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parallel lines and to firm up the fabric of the carpet. The wef
pressed in against each row of knots with a comb beater. The
wool, cotton, or silk." 18 Combining these, Moallem points out

takes place at the intersection of the tar, the pood, and the bod
o-pood" is used to depict one's lived material body."19
Literally meaning "string," tar denotes many things in this

"lived material body" is animated in a dialectic between the mus

pood of hir workaday existence, the strings of the instrum

through hir while the psychic burden of hir mother's illness an

panoptic gaze muffles its musicality; or, as a master weaver, th
(s)he daily enacts with the tar, the pood and hir hands is a rei
mance that continuously weaves hir into the narrative of nation

of the quintessential "Persian" object.20
The narrative takes several tragic turns: Aman learns of hir m
weeks after hir family had written requesting hir return; the a

hangs Aman by hir feet, punishing hir with lashes to the sole
control the female workers; Belghies commits suicide inside the

Aman sets fire to the workshop and leaves the village singing
(s)he sang when (s)he first arrived.1 As in Baran, gender tresp
onist in this film and figures as a space of complex transgender

for a subject confined to a life of servitude. Walking tow

through a landscape now covered in the green fuzz of early sprin

free of the various chains that confined hir and thus propelled
However, within the confines of these metaphorical chains, it w
pass that momentarily opened up a space of transcendence.

CONCLUSION
Dokhtaraneh Khorshid and Baran are just two of many examples within the New
Iranian cinema in which gender trespass is the means to survival and mobility.
The transgender move enables the manifestation of complex and contradictory

openings in which gender and sexual transgression take place alongside other
forms of social transgression, projecting onto the screen a space of polymor

phous transformative potential. As evident in both of these films, Iran as
nation-state is fragmented, multiple, and contradictory, organized around a
loosely hinged set of signifiers that produce myriad others. Passing and cross
dressing figure as the modalities through which these subjects reintroduce
themselves into the narrative of nation, if only for a moment, in order to realize

and achieve spiritual, psychic, and/or physical survival.

The importance of trans characters and the transgender move to the New
Iranian cinema must be considered alongside the more recent development of
increased trans and queer representation and visibility in documentary films
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made by lay and professional journalis

side of Iran. Has the transgender m

makers of this developing documentar
ings made possible by this recurring tr
Iranians living domestically and in dias

ing desire for these representations

exemplified by the sheer increase in p

Western media outlets?

These questions just scratch the surfa

keen observation that "it is precisely a

the possibility of unthinkable destruc
dangerously crazy about sexuality" (Ru
arship on Iran (and the Western obses
and genders of our geopolitical mome

how notions of national belonging (f
and transnational belonging (for exam
Iranian-Americanness) are contested

tions; work that pursues the implied m

somehow more sexually modem for g
social-welfare benefits. It is also wort
may or may not serve to drive traffic
trans tourism industry. But in order t
tant to take seriously the media texts
sites and spaces, for, as Appadurai has
migration mark the world of the pres
as ones that seem to impel (and somet

tion ... . Ordinary people have begu

practice of their everyday lives" (App

Notes

Thanks to Talia Bettcher, Ann Garry, Ad
bekah Edwards, Huma Dar, and Fouzieyh
Special thanks to my research assistant Sa

badi and Minoo Moallem for consultation o

two anonymous reviewers for their valuab

1. On the history of same-sex desire i

tory of sexual reassignment surgery in Ira

2. According to Najmabadi, Iranians in Ir
or trans to mark non-heterosexual and no

queer, which functions here as a referenc
available for subjective transcendence, whe
I'm generally working with the definition
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"a term that calls into question the stability of any categories of identit

orientation" (Somerville 2007, 187).

3. See Najmabadi (2005, 2008). See also Moallem( 2005).

4. Coined in the 1960s by Argentine filmmakers Fernando Solan
Getino, "Third Cinema" refers to the transnational cinematic movem

as a response to Hollywood, neo-colonialism, and the spread of capitalism

5. Minoo Moallem examines passing, cross-dressing, and transgende
Iranian cinema (Moallem 2005, 142-49). Also, Hamid Reza Sadr briefly

dressing (Sadr 2006, 241).

6. Leung has made a similar case for Hong Kong cinema (Leung 2

7. President Ahmadinejad made this now infamous claim in resp

tion about Iran's human-rights record regarding homosexuals, on Septe

a controversial speech at Columbia University.

8. In Leslie Feinberg's Transgender Warriors, temporal and cultural

flattened in an effort to create an "it's a small world after all" narrative fo

subjectivity (Feinberg 1996, 39-48). For a critical reading of Feinberg's
gender native figure, see Towle and Morgan (2002).
9. Thanks to Rita Alfonso for her insights about this point.

10. Farsi peoples are an ethnic group distinct from other Iranian eth

the Azerbaijani (sometimes called Turks), Baluchi, Arab, Kurdish,
among others.

11. Shohat and Stam build upon Mikhail Bakhtin's chronotope, add
"mufti" to signify the coexistence of multiple time-spaces (Shohat an

See also Stam (2003, 37).
12. For another reading of these films, see Moallem (2005).

13. Some trans studies and gender studies scholars utilize the pr
describe persons who embody gender configurations not representab

"him" or "her." In particular, I use this pronoun to draw attention to th
these characters undergo as they move through a state of transpassing.

14. Islamic attire.
15. Thanks to Sara Perryman for pointing this out.

16. A tar is a type of lute found throughout the Caucasus and the f
Empire. It is said to be the root of the guitar and sitar, which represent

variations on the originary tar.

17. See http://vectors.usc.edU/issues/05_issue/nationonthemove/pr

(accessed February 9, 2009).

18. See http://vectors.usc.edu/issues/05_issue/nationonthemove/pr

(accessed February 9, 2009).

19. See http://vectors.usc.edU/issues/05_issue/nationonthemove/pr

(accessed February 9, 2009).
20. For more on gender, nation, and the Persian rug, see Moallem's

Move" http://vectors.usc.edu/index.php?page=7&projectId=83 (accessed F
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21. See Moallem's insightful analysis of

sets fire to the rug-weaving workshop, pas

from the overseer who knew her to be A
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